Interaction between self-segregation and University Housing Policy

Introduction

Inside the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a huge college with over 40 thousands of students, students here on campus are continuing their academic degrees and accomplishing their goals step by step. As an international student from China while studying here in U of I, it is first time for me to be in the undergraduate with an average of 7,500 students per class. For the growing population in Asian American students from 1970 till today, the percentage of total students is at a tremendous increasing rate from 1.2% to 11%, while the population of international students has not included yet. Gradually, the University Housings are segregated by race, at least here in U of I.

In daily life, I strongly feel that people are separated into groups and parts basically by race. Almost all the time from what I see, Asians hang out with Asians, Whites party with Whites, and Black people have their own groups to stay with. Black, White, Asian, Minority, these terms and categories are to define people in the first place. And, I am probably being put into one of those “Asian”. From several annotated bibliographies, I learned that segregation does occur and exists on campus, especially during students’ free time, in dorms and housings. Compare two areas of University Housings, the Six Pack houses mostly white students, while PAR/FAR houses mostly minority students, international students, black students, and Asian students. Since students self-segregate themselves based on race and ethnicity, the different racial climate among campus, the root cause of this is that students are not assigned housing until they have secured adequate financial aid students requiring financial aid are placed at a later date (Myers, Joshua Herrera-
Urizar, and Juan Pablo). After finding out that self-segregation to some degree exists, Novak and Wade pulled research to explore two avenues: the housing admission process and diversity levels in the dorms (Novak, Wade). Researchers have already examined such self-segregation exists on campus, in the Residence Halls. What spurs me more to do the research on the topic of self-segregation, which is based on segregation, is the resolution on University Housing from Student Senate here in U of I. As a member of Culture and Minority Student Affair, I have been involved in the whole process of this resolution, and I would want to find out more about the interactions between students and campus, which both segregation and self-segregation function.

**Methods**

The four methods I use are observation, annotated bibliography, interview, and text analysis. From my observation on the Insight activity through one of the weekends I had, I got many interesting points of views and questions for me to get start with my research. Then I would choose to find out some bibliographic entries which could provide me the history of changing on the policies, particularly on University Housing. For interview, I interviewed three current students. Zia, the chair of Culture and Minority Student Affair, as a graduate school student, she provided me a very valuable source—Resolution on University Housing in U of I—recently, she leads her committee members working on this resolution and doing the certain researches and discussions. Meanwhile, as a member of Culture and Minority Student Affair, I luckily went through a whole process of the resolution which has been passed recently, which recommends the University could adopt a lottery system of housing to cut down the probability of self-segregation gradually year by year. It is necessary to research more on this lately project. Also I interviewed Wan and Alley, a freshman and a sophomore who are recently living on campus in the Residence Hall, Six-Pack and Busey Evans. Unfortunately, I did not get any of the response
from the vice chancellor of Intercultural Affairs on the interview until now. However, I would use all the information what I collected right now to support the evaluation and conclusion I got for my research. Moreover, I set up plenty of questions for my survey, aiming at the students who are living in the dorms on campus. Last, I found two data as the analysis text on the statistics of the population in dorms from 2006 and 2007; I would make the comparisons from these two sets of data.

**Observation**

All my thoughts started with the time here in one of the leadership programs I attended, on how people define others and how people are willing to be in certain group easily and naturally without any of notice.

Throughout the weekend on October 24-25, 2008, I attended to the activity held by I-program on campus to have a leader skill training session Hilton Garden Inn Effingham. I found out during the whole process there were so many things worth observing and there were lots of links between what we did during the program and my topic.

The meeting started right after everyone was checking-in to the Hilton Garden Inn, Leaders did not ask anyone to us whom to sit with, and I sat with one of my friends, who is the same race as myself. Looking around, I can tell the whole room had already slightly separated into different parts, African Americans sat by African Americans; Whites sat by whites; and Asians sat by Asians. But this segregation would not be noticed easily unless someone pointed it out. I think that because people were not starting knowing each other and they would feel more comfortable with their own friends together, like me.

During the straight two days of training, we did a lot of projects together. The leader separated all of us into different groups: Stars, Vegetables, Fishes, Fruits and so on. Those
interesting objects represented each of those groups of students. People stopped introducing and
knowing each other by race; instead, we started knowing each other by our group signs. Then
within each group, everyone randomly got a partner by candy-picking. My partner was a white
girl who lives in FAR. Cooperation was needed throughout all of our projects.

There was a certain activity we did that influenced me a lot: Leaders put up several categories
of words on the wall, and then they asked questions, each of us had to choose a certain place to
stay. All of us participated. Those categories were: Gender, Race, Ethnicity, Economical level,
Sexual Orientation, Ability, and Appearance. The questions were,

✧ Which of these categories that makes you would feel the most/least confident by yourself?
✧ Which of these categories that makes you feel the most comfortable/embarrassed with?
✧ Which of these categories that let you are put into a situation being discriminated?

The most obvious phenomenon I observed was that almost half of the students chose to stand
in front of the word RACE when they answered the last question. I started realizing that racial
issues happened not only on campus, but also in every situation we may deal with.

From the two-day observation on this off-campus leadership meeting activity, I not only
learned the skills of being a leader but for my research observation, I paid more attention on how
people act both emotionally and physically when they get involved in a program with different
races of others.

I found out that defining people by race in our reality is so common, not because people like
choosing race as delimitation, but the racial differences are the most obvious distinctness among
people when they first meet someone. Even in my previous observation paragraphs I used the
word “whites” just simply give a brief idea for description. Although in daily life we sometimes
call the blacks “African Americans” in a respectful way, everyone may still feel the same
meaning back there, not disrespectful but we cannot find a better word to define people by our first sight. Just like the activity we did in the Insight, if we separate people into different groups and name them like “Stars”, “Vegetables”, “Fishes”, “Fruits”, etc, we were working on the problems together with each own group member within certain group. Meanwhile, people have already put themselves into certain groups, thinking that “I am representing XXX group”, but NOT “My race/ethnicity/ is XXX” anymore. Then after we had done the group work, competition occurred, which means comparisons between different groups appeared. Since everyone has already been randomly assigned into certain group randomly, being one part of the whole certain group, everyone wants to contribute to the group even a little bit. Somehow, group pride showed among each group.

The fact what I observed really relates to our racial society. I mean, in reality, no one can choose or predict what race he or she will have before birth. I did not know that my parents were Chinese when I was in uterine body and I did not know I was going to be a Chinese girl until my parents told me. I did not know I was ethnically Chinese until I was surrounded by all the Chinese culture and elements during my whole eighteen years. Just like the Insight activity I attended over the weekend, I did not know which group they signed me into until I got my name card. We started contributing to our group right after we knew which groups we were in. Same in reality—each nation has its own pride, and people always want to be proud of their nationality, even race. That’s how discrimination formed among people—comparison and competition. Facing choices, there is always a comparison, such—our group got the third place after all. So, back to my research topic, my hypothesis is that racial issues and prejudices in university housing do not directly deal with peoples’ pre-judgments, but before they stepped into campus, the dorms where they have chosen to live already separated people into different certain groups.
The certain university housing students live in pretty much decide and limit which group of people the students hang out with. Both segregation and self-segregation function.

**Analysis of Text**

As shown in the appendix, the draft of the resolution on University Housing in U of I. CAMSA (*Culture and Minority Student Affair*) members have been working on this project for three years since 2005, by occasion of changing the system of University Housing is a huge process. This text directly relates to my research final paper because this is a very good source for me to get into affairs to know more information about how people work on this project, while it yet done. This draft was built up little by little and being changed time to time and finally it looks ready to be put on the Student Senate table. It argues that the University should adopt the lottery system instead of the first come first serve policy. It’s aiming more at specifically the treatment of the international students and financial-aid students who are first-year students, how and why they don’t have enough choices to pick where they want to live if they get admitted late. Furthermore, the resolution shows how students self-segregate themselves making the climate on university housing more diverse and apart. Proposals were made to the University that changing into the lottery system, so in maybe ten years we would see the less self-segregated environment at this university.

The first four “whereas” deal with the financial difficulties and low-income influence students in university housing, five to eight aim at preserves stereotypes and communities in social life with the certain groups, here self-segregation is mentioned and included in the “whereas”; to reach the solution, it is strongly recommended to the University to adopt a lottery system for University Housing, raising up the chance that first-year students with different races get together more by the lottery system. However, the resolution might change times over times
in the future. No matter this resolution finally could be passed or not, I would love to trace this as a very essential recent source to help myself continue my research.

This resolution as a text interests me lots and brought up my curiosity to continue my research on self-segregation. Meanwhile, I have a question upon on my mind: Is the segregation climate on campus only the consequence of self-segregation? Or as my hypothesis in mind, college policies also promote this segregation and interact with students’ self-segregation.

**Interviews**

Keep finding more information and prospects based on my hypothesis, for my whole research on the University Housing System, I planned interview four people—one of them is a faculty working with the Multicultural and Minority Center; one of them is the Chair of one of the Student Senate Committees—Culture And Minority Student Affair; the other two are current students who are both living in University Housing but different dorms, one is a freshman and the other is a sophomore. None of them have the same race, or same age. Interview questions are shown in appendix on the last page.

From the process of the interviewing so far, I think I get enough information, more than my expectations. Meanwhile, I learned something really new also, especially from different peoples’ point of views. For some of the questions they may hold the similar views, while for some of the other questions their ideas are totally apart from each other. Some of the typical questions that within my interviews help me get really useful and inspirable responses.

Zia, the chair of Culture and Minority Student Affair, as a graduate school student, she provided me a very valuable source—Resolution on University Housing in U of I—recently, she leads her committee members working on this resolution and doing the certain researches and discussions. Luckily, I got the chance attending the every-week meetings with CAMSA. Back to
those questions, Zia remarked that it seems to her that university housing perpetuates self-segregation among people of different racial backgrounds when I asked the first question, on “What do you think about the multicultural phenomenon that occurs among the University housings?” It's pretty obvious that the six-pack is primarily Whites and Caucasians, FAR/PAR is mostly Black and Asian, and ISR is mostly Asian. “Considering freshman year, sets the foundation for the rest of our college career, most students tend to stick with those they are surrounded by freshman year (who tend to be people of their own races)”, Zia said. She pointed out that since certain dorms on campus have special racial demographics, and many times this is caused by the fact that the university does not have a lottery system to assign housing. As students get accepted, they chose their housing. Thus, the students who tend to be left without a choice for housing are those on the waiting list, waiting on financial aid/scholarships. These students tend to be minorities and lower-classes. While I was asking about the stories she has that directly deal with the discrimination by race, her eyes were full of anger combined with sympathy, “From my experience during my freshman year in university housing, my roommates and I and other friends of color experienced hostility due to our race. First of all, my roommates and I were the only minorities on our floor in the six-pack. Hardly did any girl ever talk to us or try to be friends with us. If we even tried to make eye contact or introduce ourselves, we did not get the most welcoming response.” Zia also told me that she had an African American friend, who was placed randomly with two white girls. The girls would call her racial slurs, did not talk to her and instead left notes all over the dorm for her to read. In fact, after my friend had gone home for the weekend, she returned to find out that her roommates had kicked her out of the dorm and placed her belongings outside. They said that they were not comfortable living with a Black girl. Actually, this is a very sad story that being prejudiced or discriminated by others,
especially who you are rooming with. From Zia, I see those things caused by race still happen among our University Residence Halls, sadly and rottenly. The question comes upon my head—should we suggest changing our University Housing System for students’ good that give every single one an equal chance to choose their dorm instead of being sent anywhere else? Thus, Zia as the chair of CAMSA committee, suggest the campus start thinking about and adopting the lottery system which has been used for years and years in Harvard, Princeton, and several World top universities.

On the other hand, through the feedback I got from Wan and Alley, who are current freshman and sophomore, the interview atmosphere was pretty much relax. In answering the same question, Wan said, ”We could study their housing system as a good reference, but I do not think that we should change the housing system completely to a new system.” And, same as Alley, they are both pretty satisfied with the recent University housing system and getting quite well along with roommates. Alley, as a sophomore this year on campus, still chooses living on campus at Busey - one of the University Residence Halls which is women only. Aiming at their opinions on the recent first come first serve strategy in the Housing system policy, Wan illustrated that some students who came from low-income families or other countries and who made their decision to come to the school relatively late than other students are placed into dorms such as PAR, which was not their first choice, as a real life example. Over all, all three of them as student body, have desires to encourage more intersections between different races and ethnicities. However, from all their responses, I found out that the reactions were still slightly different. It seemed Alley and Wan are pretty enjoying their life atmosphere here on campus, not much uncomfortable incidents surround them. The answers I got from are quite simple and short. While on the other hand, since Zia is the chair in the committee of CAMSA, plus such discrimination really happened to her
surroundings, it seemed she has this responsibility and strong point of view and reaction on the sensitive topic-segregation.

Also, all the data I got right now promoted me to go further to search some historical documents on University Housing policies changing over years. Let’s see how our Housing system changed over times, what difficulties we are facing right now, and how we are going to find a way to perfectly solve them to the future.

Tracing with the process of the resolution to my research, the resolution finally got passed through the Illini Student Senate on November 12, 2008; it seems like a very good start of changing the racial climate within University Housing little by little in future years. So, I keep continuing my interview with Zia, the chair of Culture and Minority Student Affair, the resolution draft’s originator.

I am surprised by Zia’s answer that they tried to pass a similar resolution in fall of 2005 and it did not get through the student senate. It’s been three years. “This year in 2008, we tried again this year and it worked well with a compromise. The compromise was that we would not incorporate a complete lottery system instead we would start gradually with incorporating a ‘global crossroads’ or ‘intersections’ type of system in each dorm to begin with”, Zia stated. The biggest problem right now being faced was that some students thought their right of picking a dorm be taken away. “At the meeting where we passed the resolution, a lot of engineering students felt that they would not be able to pick ISR as their dorm, which is close to the engineering quad”, said Zia. Exceptions would be made in the lottery system such as: students who have certain health needs, students who want to live in living and learning communities, those with religious circumstances, students who want to live in single gender housing. Thus, the campus would not create a complete lottery system but instead we doing it for only one floor in
each housing unit. Some people are afraid of the change because they do want to chose where they want to live; however, I think people are really willing to try it. When I asked about the next step, Zia smiled and said “Next, we will be working with the vice chancellor of intercultural affairs, Anna Gonzalez, to help implement a new housing structure.” Deeply inside my mind, I really hope to see changing for the better in the future, gradually, little by little.

**Conclusion**

For the next large generation of college students, “The class of 2009 will be the largest high school graduating class in U.S. history. If the idea of that many 18-year-olds entering into the world makes you nervous, imagine how university housing officials feel” (Brake, Alan G.), the recent population of college students is enormously thriving. With the growing population of first-year undergraduates, the burden on University Housing will become much obvious. Assume the Housing officials still choose to adopt first come first serve housing policy, as the trend of data shown in the introduction, I can see the Residence Halls are segregated strikingly in the future four or five years. Based on the process how finally the resolution on University Housing got passed, I noticed that self-segregation occurs among university housings by students segregate themselves. But every coin has two sides, there are also part of the Housing Policies slightly promote self-segregation.

The recent good news is that the resolution finally has been passed by the 2/3 majority in the Illini Student Senate on November 12, 2008. I would love to classify the issues into different categories. While, we may not see the influence it has to our university in two or three years because of the adaptation, but in ten years. This is a big step for the university. Such questions like: “now that resolution got passed, what’s next?” followed with.

Changing happens all the time. New York University adopted mixed-sex university housing
policies in June 2004. Mixed-sex university housing policies are useful for the social community and students’ developments (Bleiberg, Sara). As the resolution got passed, it means changing comes. No matter a little change or a big change, it’s a time for changing. We see people self-segregate themselves into certain groups that they want, day by day, year by year. Gradually the separation forms more and more obviously, which may hurt the climate of racial aspects of the university as a whole. Living with the unfair policies and discriminations, most of the time people would rather to choose indifferences. However, from Housing Policy’s little changing, it means a brand new start, where we can start with. We will look forward for the future, changing for the better.

As far as I am concerned, changing on the policy in University Housing even a little bit is still a big step and no one can predict totally correct for the future. One of the interactions between the policies and students is segregation and self-segregation. People would feel comfortable within the certain group with the similar backgrounds and they naturally want to find their comfort zone especially in housing where they live. To fix the coming issue instead promote it, we finally find a great way, which adopting lottery housing system, from the little changing to the big achievement.

**Reflection**

During the time of past months’ research on interaction between the university housing policy and racial segregation, I changed several original ideas I had stick in my mind in the past. I felt only comfortable with certain racial group and preferred indifference to other racial groups. Before the research, I did not know the true meaning of the word, “race” since I never considered race as a serious issue. By this research, I learned to dedicate myself into finding the interactions between students’ self-segregation and school policy’s venial promotion to this self-segregation.
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Appendix

Resolution draft on University Residence Housing

Sponsored by Culture and Minority Student Affair

Illinois Student Senate Resolution (11-03-2008-01)

Author(s): Ravji, Beber

Supporter(s): CAMSA, Rummage, Rosa, Keller

Whereas, University Housing options are selected by first-year undergraduates on a first come, first serve basis,

Whereas, first-year undergraduates who are waiting on financial aid, scholarships, and deferment choose housing later than most students,

Whereas, these students are left with few options in their decision of housing, and are often put into the only remaining available housing,

Whereas, these students come from low-income backgrounds and tend to come from similar racial and ethnic backgrounds,

Whereas, students who accept admission earlier have a choice, and often select their housing based on the stereotypes associated with each housing option,

Whereas, students who choose their housing based on these stereotypes thus add to the homogeneity of these communities,

Whereas, students tend to make connections and form communities based on their experiences and environment in housing,

Whereas, these connections and communities often last for years beyond students’ first year on campus,
Whereas, this system of selecting housing thus is unequal towards low-income students, encourage students of similar racial and ethnic backgrounds to live together, encourages the self-segregation of students of similar backgrounds, viewpoints, and intellectual pursuits,  
Whereas, many students have voiced their concern with this unequal housing structure,  
Whereas, other top tier schools have addressed these issues by successfully implementing a lottery system for selecting housing. Lottery systems consist of randomly placing students in different sections of University housing,  
Whereas, introducing a lottery system for first-year, undergraduate students would be an applicable choice to University of Illinois housing,  
Whereas, first-year students who are waiting on financial aid, scholarships, and deferment would no longer face an unequal choice in housing assignments, students of low-income and similar racial and ethnic backgrounds would be more evenly distributed in housing, and students would no longer be able to choose their housing based on perceived stereotypes,  
Whereas, this lottery system would encourage more racially and ethnically diverse housing and provide first-year students with a new perspective on diversity at the University of Illinois,  
Whereas, this lottery system would have the long-term benefits both of breaking down the stereotypes associated with each housing type, breaking down the stereotypes held by individual students, and encouraging lasting, diverse multicultural communities in housing,  
Whereas, the lottery system would further support the University mandate of Inclusive Illinois,  
And Whereas, exceptions would be made for students who prefer to live in single-gender housing, living and learning communities, housing that fit needs of students with disabilities, or students with special religious circumstances,  
Therefore, let it be resolved, that the Illinois Student Senate, as the official voice of the Student
Body, encourage University Housing to adopt a lottery system to choose housing for first-year, undergraduate students.

➤ Interview Questions

∞ What do you think about the multicultural phenomenon that occurs among the University housings?

∞ Are there any positive influences in the University Residence Hall which put different race students who have different ethnic backgrounds and cultural habits together?

∞ Do you know any of the conflicts happened in the university housing? Are there any conflicts based on the difference in race or ethnic background?

∞ Do you see any segregation appearing inside the university housing? How are they like?

∞ Do you have any stories that deal with race that happened to you or people around you that impacted your emotions strongly?

∞ Are there any special treatments for minorities?

∞ How much do you know about the University Housing system?

∞ Do you have any suggestions to the university housing regarding providing comfortable environments to all different race?

∞ What are your overall opinions on the relationship between UIUC university housing and different races interacting together?

∞ Are you doing any the projects based on ethnicity or race?

∞ Many people may not realize but state schools with the housing system of first come first serve and less of caring about students, some students suffer a lot from this housing system. Did you know this fact?

∞ If we apply to have a lottery system within University dorms instead of first come first serve
system, do you think it is going to influence the campus positively, in another ten years?

∞ When did this resolution start?

∞ How long does this resolution finally get ready to be put on the ISS table?

∞ What kinds of difficulties did we face? Please provide some examples.

∞ What else the policies and recommendations have been put onto the final draft of resolution?

∞ What are the peoples' opinions toward this system changing? Any indifference? Or willing to try? Or afraid of changing? Why?

∞ Congratulations on the passing finally! What's the next step and expectations? What's being looking forward?

➢ Annotated Bibliography

Myers, Joshua Herrera-Urizar, Juan Pablo. “Cultural mapping of dorms” (IDEAL)

<http://hdl.handle.net/2142/1837>

This project illustrates the distribution of student which according to race, sex, socio-economic status, in both current and past, especially within the dorms PAR/FAR and Six Pack. The impact includes these distributions of student housing and even the university community. The main question is: “Do students’ race, socio-economic status, and/or gender affect placement in student housing?” (Herrera-Urizar, Myers) The methods are basically cultural mapping, participant observation, and data from interviews/surveys, which over 40 individuals with both students and advisors. The Six Pack houses mostly white students, while PAR/FAR houses mostly minority students, international students, black students, and Asian students. Since students self-segregate themselves based on race and ethnicity, the different racial climate among campus, the root cause of this is that students are not assigned housing until they have secured adequate financial aid students requiring financial aid are placed at a later date. The researchers
seek out several comparisons between these two locations and exam peoples’ trends on each of the dorm.

This bibliography helps me a lot on adjusting what differences exist between the university dorms, especially between FAR/PAR and Six-Pack. Those different climates such as location, racial/ethnic makeup, living-learning interests, and networks, dining services and social aspects as a whole big factor show why and how self-segregation occurs among students. Giving me an idea as references so I can go further to search more about the housing system based on the differences between the dorms. While the aiming objects in this research (FAR/PAR and Six Pack) are the most distinct dorms from each other. This relates to my question as well—are self-segregation and housing policies/system interacting each other on campus?

Novak, Wade. “Informal Segregation in Campus Housing.” (IDEAL)

<http://hdl.handle.net/2142/3661>

Wade’s research is an attempt to explore the informal segregation present in undergraduate residence halls at U of I. Over the course he discovered that this picture is anything but simple. After finding out that self-segregation to some degree exists he pulls research to explore two avenues: the housing admission process and diversity levels in the dorms. He discusses how the influences a student are housing preferences and whether or not diversity existed in residence halls. Through ethnographic data gathered in the form of interviews, he attempted to understand student opinions on this informal arrangement. Since this topic is kind of being limited by the campus, Wade could not go further deep more into his research, but examines there self-segregation occurs among our campus as evidence.

This research helps me on the evidence that diversity exists in the residence halls overall, and
shows both benefits and disadvantaged that diversity brings to the campus. I may based on his conclusion that diversity and self-segregation exist among University residence halls to research more on how they self-segregated and if there are some interactions between the self-segregation and University housing system policies.

Brake, Alan G. “Competition rethinks student housing for the echo-boom generation.”

This article studies on the decision of the Association of College, and University Housing Officials International to sponsor a three-stage competition—“the 21st Century Project aimed at designing and building a state-of-the-art residential facility prototype”. The competition's first stage was to design a model room, second phase which would ask entrants to build upon students’ design, extrapolating it to the scale of a building and emphasizing communal aspects of residential living, then the third phase which identify a site for a prototype building, asking entrants to relate the dormitory to a broader campus community. The contest was in resulted to Jonathan Levi Architects, who is in high school graduates entering colleges in the US, won this designing of a model room, as it will appear 25 years in the future. “The class of 2009 will be the largest high school graduating class in U.S. history. If the idea of that many 18-year-olds entering into the world makes you nervous, imagine how university housing officials feel” (Brake, Alan G.) It shows that the latest population of university students is tremendously thriving. And officials start worry about the housing for the next large generation.

This document provides me more specific information on recent university housing, even though it not directly deals with race issue. Facing the fact that with a fast growing population for next generation of college students, university housing officials need to redress the housing
for the large scale coming students, hence the housing system may change to the better. This article may inspire me on how the university housing policies or the system changing over time, helping me to evaluate the future picture according to the self-segregation housing resolution passed by Illini Student Senate.

Li, Yan, Mark C. Sheely II, and Donald F. Whalen. “Contributors to Residence Hall Student Retention: Why so Students Choose to Leave or Stay?”


Within the article, researchers examine the factors that contributed to student retention in a residence hall at a Midwestern university. The studies have documented the benefits of on-campus living. Researchers found that on-campus students, especially those students who lived in residence halls, seemed were more satisfied with the university experience than those who live off campus.. The article analyzes these meaningful positive benefits to keep students want to stay living on campus are the locations close to campus, the meal plans are coming with the housing, the surrounding atmospheres is easy for students’ social interaction communications, etc. The residential life has certain advantages over off-campus life in terms of social interaction and positive involvement with peers, faculty and communities.

This is the research from the university other than U of I, at Midwestern University. From the research, I see statistics were used to illustrate the racial climate in the university housing. Some demographic characteristics show the significant contribution to living preferences. This may help me to evaluate the trends college students toward, as on another level out of campus. Compare to other University Residence housings, I may make conclusion and comparison easily and referentially, as a useful secondary source.
Bleiberg, Sara. “A Case for Mixed-Sex University Housing Policies.”

The author of this article, Bleiberg, is from New York University. She discusses issues on mixed-sex university housing policies in the U.S. as of June 2004. The background on diversity and multicultural awareness in higher education, impacts of same-sex roommate pairings on transgender students; Reasons behind the failure to standardize mixed-sex housing in college and university campuses. She seeks the developmental and educational climate for New York University among the emerging diverse population.” A student’s living environment should be a ‘safe space’ that supports personal growth and identity development, and many LGBT students are not receiving this support as a result of current room assignment policies.”, says in the article, states and suggests that one should have his or her own space, while in practice not lots of student do have personal space. Also, Bleiberg lists the arguments that go against mixed-sex housing, such as concerns from parents, conflicts from religion, and different views from personal values. As a whole, she makes the conclusion that mixed-sex university housing policies are useful for our social community and students’ developments. Then looking forward the next step—mixed sex room assignments.

This article may help me on referencing changing within past years of university housing policies, how the modern idea came up with at that point, and facing which kinds of multiple arguments and critics, finally how the change worked. While the process was seemed similar with the topic what I am researching right now, but the different issues. In my personal opinion, if this Mixed-sex university housing policy was not put into practice, our topic for now, which
deals with students the different racial would be hard to come out as a new category. Because of the gender issue was even more serious and people get segregated by gender obviously several years ago. So, as a transition from past to nowadays, this change on university housing seems helping me on the historical data reference, which directly relates to my topic.